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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

JUL19 1396 -1 1411 1410 1396 JUL19 105,50 1,15 106,05 106,05 105,50

SEP19 1426 -1 1437 1423 1427 SEP19 106,70 -0,25 108,25 106,10 106,95

NOV19 1455 -1 1464 1452 1456 DEC19 110,45 -0,30 111,95 109,85 110,75

JAN20 1485 1 1490 1481 1484 MAR20 114,45 0,10 115,50 113,45 114,35
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1410 & 1365-1350
Resistances: 1465, 1505, 1585 & 1630

New York ICE:

Supports: 105,50, 103,25 & 99,75
Resistances: 111,75 & 115,65 & 136,25
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last high low

1,12479 1,1275 1,12383

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

Calm in the currency market this week, broke on Wednesday with the appearance of Jerome Powell at the US Congress and the publication of the minutes of the

last June Fed Meeting. From that moment, we saw the euro recover positions to reach the maximum of the week at 1.1275 EURUSD.

In general terms, Powell's speech pointed to the solidity of US economic growth and the strength of its labor market, although it openly showed its concern
about trade tensions and uncertainties in global economic growth and how these could affect the US economy.

All this was interpreted by the market as the possibility for future cuts in the interest rates in 2019, so we have returned to see how the probability of a 50 bp
rate decrease for the July 31 Fed meeting is gaining strength.

While damages from freezing temperatures over the weekend have yet to be assessed fully, cooperative members reported little impact. Lucio Dias, commercial

director at Minas Gerais-based Cooxupe, said in an interview on the sidelines of the Global Coffee Forum in Campinas, Sao Paulo state. Their main concern is not
the frost damage but regarding the too-early coffee bloom triggered by the rain that preceded the polar mass. Cooxupe said as well that members may collect

5.3 to 5.5 million bags in 2020, up from 4.25 in 2019.

The strong polar mass that reached the coffee last weekend lost intensity, the weather is now dry and the temperatures are higher, a new cold front is expected

for next week that should bring some rains but no risk for frost.

Harvesting activities were a bit jeopardized by the bad weather conditions, which now is back to full capacity. According to wire news by Safras & Mercados 68%
of the crop has been harvested, being 60% of arabicas (approximately 25 million bags) and 84% of conilons (around 15 million bags). Lower house has

approved late yesterday, by a good majority, the base text of the pension reform plan with 379 votes in favor and 131 against. The text may have some trials of
amendments this week and still has to be voted in a second turn latest this weekend, before it goes to the Senate.

The dollar traded during the week between R$ 3.780 and 3.735, closing yesterday at R$ 3.752, 1.5% firmer than last Thursday.

As per preliminary data from Customs, Vietnam exported 2.37 million bags or 142,448 tons of coffee in Jun, or 2.6% lower from last month. For first half 2019,

the country managed to export 15.32 million bags or 919,038 tons, decreased 11.5% in volume and 21.7% in value compared with the same period last crop,
reflecting the on-going drop in prices and income of the coffee industry.

Weather conditions remain healthy for tree development.

Colombia proposed on Wednesday that coffee producing nations form an association to have a stronger influence in the coffee market, as producers from

around the world meet in Brazil to discuss the economic sustainability of coffee production. "We need action, because the problem is clear: there are 25 million
coffee producers that can barely cover their production costs," said Mr Velez, a director at Colombia's coffee federation in the opening ceremony of the 2nd

Global Coffee Producers Forum. Velez suggested that countries at the forum, which include representatives from Central and South America, Asia and Africa, join
forces to try to impose some sort of supply limitations as a way to boost prices that farmers consider inadequate.

In India, pace of export continues to slow down narrowing the gap in current year export compared to previous year. Monsoon rains picks up much needed

pace, rains reported in all coffee regions. Well distributed rains for the rest of Monsoon period is key for the prospects of 2019/20 crop.

Uganda. Coffee exports in May amounted to 348.632 bags (253.613 bags Robusta + 95.019 Arabica), total exports for last 12 months (June 2018 to May 2019)
4.15 million bags, it is a reduction of 9.1% respect last year. One factor of reduction has been the low global prices and also the weather. Limited business last
weeks with local prices much higher than buying interest.

Lavazza and PepsiCo have formed a new strategic partnership to launch a ready-to-drink (RTD) iced coffee in the UK under the Lavazza brand. Lavazza Iced

Cappuccino aims to leverage Lavazza’s reputation as a coffee specialist to capitalise on the growing demand for premium RTD iced coffee options. The drink
features a blend of Lavazza coffee and milk, and is available in a 100% recyclable, premium can. According to a statement from Lavazza, the UK launch is only

the first step of a partnership which will aim to accelerate innovation in this rapidly growing segment. To achieve this, Lavazza claims that both companies will
work together to launch new product lines in future, as well as expand into new markets in 2020.

Nestlé will break new ground in supply chain transparency through a collaboration with OpenSC, an innovative blockchain platform that allows consumers to
track their food right back to the farm. Through this collaboration, Nestlé becomes the first major food and beverage company to announce that it will pilot open

blockchain technology in this way.

World coffee exports soared 19.4% in May to 11.596 million bags, reports the Ico in its monthly figures. Volumes rose in all coffee groups. Exports of Arabicas

recorded a 26.3% increase to 7.544 million bags. Brazilian Naturals rose a whopping 65.4% to 3.5 million bags. Exports of Colombian Milds and Other Milds rose
by 6.1% and 4.4% respectively. Shipments of Robusta surged by 8.3% to 4 million bags. World coffee exports in the first 8 months of coffee year 2018/19

(Oct/18 to May/19) increased by 7.5% to 86.57 million bags compared to 80.5 million bags in the same period in 2017/18.
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